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Close Test for Bank Exams (IBPS Clerk Pre, SBI Clerk Pre, 
RRB, IBPS PO Pre & SBI PO Pre) 

Close Test Quiz 4 

Directions: In the following passage there are blanks, each of which has been 

numbered. These members are printed below the passage and against each, five 

words are suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the 

appropriate words. 

(1) ___ a child, the first trip I ever made outside my village was to the library in the 

next village with my grandfather. A big banyan tree (2) ___ near the building with a 

cement platform under it. My grandfather would go and sit on the platform after (3) 

___ me at the first floor. Other village elders would also (4) ___ him there. I would 

read the children’s books and be (5) ___ in them, until my grandfather called me to 

go home. 

One day after we reached home my grandfather said, “I have noticed how much you 

love books. Have you heard of a man (6) ___Andrew Carnegie? He was an American 

billionaire (7) ___ willed most of his wealth (8) ___ to his children but of a 

foundation, which built libraries. (9) ___me, when you grow up, (10) ___ you have 

more money than you need, you will buy books for at least one library.” 

Questions: 

1. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. When     B. Like     C. still     D. As     E. Being 

2. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. situated     B. stood     C. grown     D. seen     E. located 

3. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. seated     B. dropping     C. place     D. sending     E. abandoned 

 



 

 

4. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. Wave     B. greeting     C. join     D. assemble     E. talk 

5. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. busy     B. engrossed     C. occupied     D. distracted     E. absorb 

6. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. call     B. known     C. famous      D. entitled     E. named 

7. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. Who     B. that     C. though     D. whom     E. himself 

8. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. all     B. not     C. instead     D. rather     E. entire 

9. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. Remind     B. Allow     C. Commit     D. Thank     E. Promise 

10. Solve as per the DIRECTION give above : 

A. unless     B. that     C. if     D. will     E. yet  



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

D B B C E E E B E C 
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